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Abstract
This study aimed is to test the convergence on value added share of four major sectors namely manufacturing, services, agriculture and construction within a group of selected Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) referring to Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines, Japan, South Korea, China, India, Australia and New Zealand. From the finding it shows that there is no panel structural convergence found in all four sectors for all the countries. However, it does not indicate that there is no possibility of convergence because a country might cluster with another country. Among the four major sectors, agricultural sector shows the most diverse formation of convergence indicating vast gap in its agricultural sector development among the RCEP countries. Yet manufacturing sectors shows more similarities and common characters shared by countries in the study. In other words, RCEP countries are more similar in its development in term of its manufacturing performance. Structural convergence is indeed essential to strengthen the integration of economics in order to achieve the objective of RCEP. Based on the results, a country ought to build regional linkages with another country as well as examine their own similarities with other regions. When the countries happen to share similar structural economy, any form of external shocks will result in symmetric but depending on the areas.
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Introduction
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) is a framework formed in 2012 inspired by the AFTA with collaboration of the ASEAN countries. The negotiations within the RCEP is beneficial to make the ASEAN’s economies must more recognized globally. The essential mission of RCEP is to transform ASEAN into a single market which most of the ASEAN economies are diverse. overview of the productivity growth, value added share and labour share of RCEP. Petri, Plummer and Zhai (2014) mentioned that the RCEP is considering still at their earlier stage due to liberalization and diversity. The progression is low which makes the East Asia way too far from the European economic development. The economic performance of each country in RCEP are varies which experienced different level of growth. Take an example from Brunei Darussalam, this country is well known as high income group but still their productivity is considering low.
Compared to South Korea or Japan, their income level is balance with their productivity (Global Competititvenes Report, 2003). Borsi and Metiu (2015) in their previous study investigated the economic convergence of 27 European Union countries by testing the real income per capita and found that no overall convergence occurred. However, real income per capita is not necessary a suitable indicator to robust the convergence test. In fact, A.M Dayang Affizzah (2011) also indicated that the income should be diverse in different micro perspectives to create a flexible framework. Therefore, this research aims to test the value added of the four major industries, namely manufacturing, services, agriculture as well as construction to define the structural convergence within the selected countries sectors in 12 selected RCEP countries able to converge with one another. Furthermore, the RCEP countries are performing in different paths of economic transition whereby various possibilities of convergence clubs which leads to long-run convergence relationship may exist as well.

**Structural Convergence**

Structural convergence refers to countries that share similarities in terms of economic structure associated with a convergence of income per capita. Thus, it is an important process to determine which countries belong to the same economic or catching up with among each other that may share similar pattern of transition path. The structural convergence is needed to form a monetary union in future. Therefore, by highlighting on the productivity of major industrial sector of each country in the RCEP, it will show similarities in converging process and enable us to determine countries that may catching up or diverge from the rest of the sample. Affizah (2011) et al states that income convergence does not necessarily imply structural convergence. Specifically, convergence is an essential tool to examine the union of the region’s monetary by measured their level of value added. The productivity data identified will be useful to examine the robustness of the convergence. In fact, the regions productivity is differing from one country to another country depending on their population and GDP per capita. It is necessary for the ASEAN to not fully relies on the European Union (EU) as in Affizzah (2011) mentioned that the East Asian economies ought to form their own regional groupings. Hence, this research study intends to reduce the gap in the literature regarding this area of study particularly on convergence testing within the RCEP countries.

This study aimed to test the convergence on value added share of four major sectors namely manufacturing, services, agriculture and construction within a group of countries. Hence, the selected country referring to six ASEAN countries which is Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines by excluded the Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam. On the other hand, the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) countries that selected are Japan, South Korea, China, India, Australia and New Zealand.

**Literature Review**

The rising of global economy nowadays had affected the Asia which later creates low population growth and less convergence in future. Yet, Sonia etc (2017) found that the economic integration of South East Asia well said to accelerate regionally over time especially with the formation of RCEP. Therefore, it is crucial to create a steady monetary union and whether or not the selected
ASEAN and its FTA countries able to determine the existence of the structural convergence within themselves.

A crucial empirical analysis by A.M Dayang Affizzah (2011) regarding structural convergence in JAKITH productivity states that there is no existing of structural convergence of value added in JAKITH. The study found that only labour share shows strong convergence magnitude. Despite that there is no aggregate convergence for the whole sample of JAKITH yet there is existence of club convergence, perhaps due to distinguished common path of manufacturing sector which results in different level of convergence.

Using log t regression test, Hamit-Haggar (2013) studies the cluster of convergence of real GDP per capita, labour productivity, capital intensity and TFP growth in Canadian provinces between period of 1981 to 2008. Overall result found three club convergence in some of the provinces from both GDP per capita and labour productivity whilst divergent results in capital intensity and TFP growth but only on certain provinces. Hence, no single form of club convergence found in Canadian provinces.

Apergis, Panopoulou and Tsoumas (2010) aimed to study the real capita output convergence together with the transitional behaviour in 14 EU countries with period of 1980 to 2004. By employing production function growth accounting approach by Philips and Sul (2007), the finding shows that there is no homogenous convergence club in EU-14. At first place, the EU-14 had different technological conditions which sensitively control their own growth patterns and convergence behaviour. Furthermore, labour productivity become the dominant factor while integration ought to contribute to real convergence.

Differ from other studies, study by Nagayasu (2011) clarified that a group of countries that already in a monetary union experienced the same level of inflation. Hence, investigation of this hypothesis is conducted by testing the Japan’s inflation to provide an evidence by using quarterly data of 1975Q1 to 2005Q4 within 10 districts. Thus, there is clear evidence that the regions in Japan has different regional inflation. However, in his study found that price convergence does not exists in a group of regions instead found small evidence regarding the convergence in some subgroups.

Rodrik (2012) mentioned that the manufacturing industries contributed strong evidence on unconditional convergence particularly in labour productivity. Thus, in his previous study intend to prove the facts by studying the sample data from 118 countries to identify the robustness of the unconditional convergence. It is clear that there is strong convergence occurred from manufacturing although the aggregate convergence failed to show due to certain low-income countries involved in the test.

Different from the researchers discussed above, Miketa and Mulder (2005) identified the trend of growth and convergence by measuring the energy productivity in developed and developing countries. Specifically, this study only focused on energy productivity in 10 manufacturing sectors between the period of 1971 to 1995. They found that the cross-country is difference in absolute
energy productivity declined except for non-ferrous metals sectors. The hypothesis testing is challenged and prove that there is catch-up process in manufacturing sectors and therefore convergence is found in different steady states although some of the countries failed to catch-up.

Methodology
According to Islam (2003), there are many different definitions and methodologies can be used in the process of testing the convergence research. However, in order to examine the existing of the structural convergence in value added share of RCEP, Philips and Sul (2007) new methodology will be use because more flexible. To ensure the positive evidence occurs, the panel dataset of this study only based on the selected countries which called Australia, China, India, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand for the period of 2000 to 2018.

Nevertheless, the measurement of the structural convergence also will be based on the regions’ value added share of four major sectors included (manufacturing, agriculture, services, and construction) aim to discover as whether the ASEAN+6FTA is the right candidates for RCEP to form a monetary union.

The Nonlinear Dynamic Factor Model
The nonlinear factor model used in this study represents the panel data model by combining the time series data and cross-section. Hence, the panel data model for log per capita real income or likely called neoclassical growth model under heterogeneous technological progress with the transformed equation shows the separating common from idiosyncratic components:

\[ \log y_{it} = \left( a_{it} + x_{it} t \right) \mu_t = \delta_{it} \mu_t \]  

Based on (1), \( \delta_{it} \) and \( \mu_t \) are time-varying components which represents as idiosyncratic and common elements respectively. \( \delta_{it} \) is a distance measurement between \( \mu_t \) and \( X_{it} \) or likely how the individual economic performance relates over time to \( \mu \). Where \( \mu_t \), a growth component that for example acts as a proxy for common components across individuals. On the other hand, below shows the actual transitional path for log per capita model:

\[ \log y_{it} = \log A_{i0} + \log \tilde{y}_{i0}^* + \left( \log \tilde{y}_{i0} - \log \tilde{y}_{i0}^* \right) e^{-\beta_{it} t} + x_{it} t = a_{it} + x_{it} t \]  

It summarized the relationship in terms \( a_{it} \) as \( t \to \infty \) with \( log A_{it} \) as the log of technology accumulation for economy \( i \) at time \( t \). Where \( \tilde{y}_{i0} \) is the initial log per real capita income and \( \log \tilde{y}_{i0}^* \) is the steady state level. In addition, \( \beta_{it} \) is the time-varying speed convergence rate and generally rich nation with high level of technological accumulation or high education begin with high \( \beta_{it} \) and the speed of convergence started to accelerate. Conversely, the poor countries with low level of technological accumulation, there is low of \( \beta_{it} \) at the beginning and correspondingly slow speed of convergence. In fact, the transition of \( x_{it} \), the growth rate is homogenous with \( \beta_{it} \) and presumed to have some elements that are common across economies.
The Log t Test

On the other hand, the common factor of \( \mu_t \) will be removed by scaling to ease the estimation of the time varying elements of \( \delta_{it} \) and measures the transition elements for economy \( i \) relative to the cross-section average. Therefore, below shows the relative transition of the coefficients \( \delta_{it} \):

\[
h_{it} = \frac{X_{it}}{N^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} X_{it}} = \frac{\delta_{it}}{N^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \delta_{it}}
\]

Where \( h_{it} \) called as the ‘relative transition path’ or unity which traces out an individual trajectory for each \( i \) relative to the average in short run.

On the other hand, if the panel units converge and all the factor loading \( \delta_{it} \) approach to a fixed \( \delta \), the relative transition path, \( h_{it} \) converges to unity and the cross-sectional variation, \( H_t \) as follows:

\[
H_t = N^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (h_{it} - 1)^2
\]

When ultimate convergence occurred which there is limitation of \( h_{it} \to 1 \) and hereby, the mean square transition differential which provides a quadratic distance measure for panel from common limit. There are various possibilities might occur for example \( H_t \) may converge to a non-zero constant or not converge to bounded zero and maybe diverge. However, when there is a form of club convergence, \( H_t \) basically converges to zero and remain positive. A semiparametric model, (5) for the transition coefficients that allows for heterogeneity over time and across individuals is presented below:

\[
\delta_{it} = \delta_i + \frac{\sigma_i \xi_{it}}{L(t)^{\alpha}}, L(t) \to \infty \text{ as } t \to \infty
\]

Where \( \delta_{it} \) is fixed, \( \sigma_i \) is idiosyncratic scale, a random variables of \( \xi_{it} \) is i.i.d. \((0,1)\) across \( i \) but may be weakly dependent over \( t \) and \( L(t) \) is a slowly varying function with \( \alpha \) as a parameter governs the rate at which the cross-section variation over the transition decays to zero over time. Hence, this formulation ought ensure \( \delta_{it} \) converges to \( \delta_i \) even when \( \alpha = 0 \) or even the convergence performance in slow rate.

With hypothesis testing of convergence written as follow:

\[
H_0: \delta_i = \delta, \ \alpha \geq 0 \text{ (There is convergence between the countries)}
\]

\[
H_A: \delta_i \neq \delta, \ \alpha < 0 \text{ (There is no convergence between the countries)}
\]
The rejection rule for both panel and club convergence is if the t-statistic is smaller than the critical value, -1.65, the null hypothesis will be rejected. On time series data in which the first r per cent of the data is will be ignored for any empirical log t regression test (Philips and Sul, 2007a). Therefore, Philips and Sul (2007a) suggested that the data will be trim by setting apart of r = 0.3 of the sample data. Hence, the sample period required is from 2005 to 2017 which means discarded five years of sample in this study.

Empirical Results

Full Panel Convergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectors</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>-70.27173</td>
<td>Divergence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>-204.6041</td>
<td>Divergence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>-220.0188</td>
<td>Divergence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>-45.37648</td>
<td>Divergence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the overall results for panel convergence in four sectors of 12 selected RCEP countries by using log t convergence test. Analysing the full panel convergence of all the countries is essential to simply clarify their similarity. For the manufacturing sectors, result shows it is divergence with $t_b=-45.04578$ which is smaller than critical value of -1.65. Hence, the null hypothesis is rejected for for 12 selected RCEP countries.

Similar evidence of other sectors namely services, agriculture and construction where the result also shows divergent. In facts that, this study containing both developed and developing countries which differ in economic development and level of income. Hence, all the four major sectors divergent in panel convergence which means the studies proceed to determine the
existence of club convergence. Therefore, it is crucial to test the convergence at sectoral level in depth to prove that at certain point they still have probability to form a club convergence since they can converge at different equilibrium. Overall, at panel convergence, agriculture shows the highest value of $t$-statistic which indicates very slow catching up process followed by services, manufacturing and lastly construction.

The results of panel convergence were divergent in all sectors. However, it does not indicate that there is no possibility of convergence because a country might cluster with another country as can be seen in the figures above. In descending order, both manufacturing and services sectors formed five cluster convergence meanwhile for construction and agriculture are 3 and 1 respectively.

**Club Convergence**

**Club Convergence in Manufacturing Sector**

![Figure 1: Illustration for Club Convergence in Manufacturing Sector](image-url)
Based on the Figure 1, Indonesia and Korea shows interesting results and able to converge with Japan and India which had high manufacturing output for many decades. Growth of manufacturing in Indonesia and Korea was very crucial to increase their economic development. The consumer had high purchasing power and the industry eventually had high competitiveness. Surprisingly for Indonesia, the government highly encourage investment on manufacturing industry after being threatened of low quality in local human resources. Indonesia’s biggest manufacturing industry is foods and beverage which exported to the worldwide. Meanwhile shipbuilders and smart phone industry had driven Korea into rapid economic development despite having highly skilled workforce and advanced technology.

Australia, Thailand and Malaysia formed the second club. Clearly, manufacturing sector played an important role to boost Malaysia’s economic industry as Malaysia had the highest t-statistic value in this sector which is 9.751134. As compared Malaysia’s industry to Australia, Australia recently seemed to focus on imported manufacturer goods to support their needs. Meanwhile in Thailand, they roughly more into strengthen the existing industry despite having high competitive investment but recently suffering from domestic economy which decreases their export demand due to high competition from regional areas like Malaysia and Philippines. As the last convergence club is membered by both Philippines and Singapore. Their vision on this industry is to increase global competitiveness by building strong linkages with other regions and shifts the industry into high value-added activities.
Moving to service sector, there is also three convergences formed based on the results in Figure 2. Again, New Zealand and Brunei diverged in this sector as well as in manufacturing. The value-added shares of Brunei is extremely low compared with the other regions whilst New Zealand slightly decrease after cluster with Malaysia and Philippines.

The very first club formed in service sector is between four core group which is China, Japan, India and Australia. India shows the highest t-statistic value with 9.27118 and significant at 5 percent level. Correlated with manufacturing industry, services sector shall perform steadily based on how efficient the manufacturing is. Better access in services sector lead to increment in other industry. Decrement in Japan’s services sectors makes China the first country to catch up followed by India and Australia. Japan is more into technology whereby relied on artificial intelligent involved in the industry which lead to poor services sectors. China, India and Australia on the other hand excessively promoting their services sector together with increment in other manufacturing, agriculture and construction. Second convergence club consists of Indonesia and Korea while the last groups are Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia and Philippines. Those four countries are all Asian countries. Typical sources of growth in Asian countries are more on services sector. Hence, it is possible for these countries to form a club convergence.
Club Convergence in Agriculture Sector

Figure 3: Illustration for Club Convergence in Agriculture Sector

- China: Divergence
- Japan: Divergence
- Australia: Divergence
- Club 1: Japan, Thailand: Convergence
- Club 2: Philippines, Australia: Convergence
- Korea: Divergence
- New Zealand: Divergence
- Club 3: Brunei, Singapore: Convergence
Agricultural sector is the most diversified sectors with vast distinguish performance between the countries. There are three clubs can be found in the agricultural sector but most of the countries was diverged. Overall divergent countries are China, India, Indonesia, Korea and New Zealand, with high population density as most common similarmities among these countries. Generally, the value-added share of China, India and Indonesia keeps on increasing. China itself has a high demand on their agriculture for domestic consumption as well as for world export by as much as 20 per cent of consumption of the worldwide population.

The first club which is the core group with at most three countries consisting of Japan, Thailand and Malaysia. These countries emphasized on rice plantation as well as become rice exporters. In facts that, they almost shared the same value of value-added shares in 2016 which contributed 12 per cent to national income. Another club formed are Philippines converge with Australia. In 2011, Australia and Philippines had discussed on agriculture trade and cooperation. Both countries shared same interest in agricultural exporter which their value-added share almost the same despite increased prosperity among themselves. They strongly committed supported each other in term of climate change that might affect their agriculture industry, market access and food security.

Last but not least, Brunei converge with Singapore. Out of four sectors, Brunei only converged in agriculture sector. Lack of land for plantation and agricultural purposes, limit their expansion in the sector even for domestic consumption. Besides, there was less manpower on this industry as well and people interested more on public sectors due to high payment. However, both of this country known as high income country and seems like they shared the same economy behaviour.
Club Convergence in Construction Sector

Figure 4: Illustration for Club Convergence in Construction Sector
Construction formed the most number of club convergence as can be seen in Figure 10 which are four clustering groups with three countries divergent which is India, New Zealand and Brunei. Massive investment on infrastructure was necessary for India to improve the economy as well as reduce the rate of unemployment. India’s economy in fact keeps on growing that might surpassing China in certain period forward. New Zealand recently overhauled the system regarding exploited of migrant students and migrant makes them look like stateless in New Zealand. They sacrificed their assets but the government seems abused them. Brunei in the contrary is indeed low in construction in fact placed bottom on the transition path in Figure 6.

Both China and Japan’ construction industry make significant contribution to their economic growth. Often invest on major projects contribute to high return despite used high technology on construction industry. Construction industry expanded through trust and continuously demands on private housing in China and Japan. Japan’s technology and China’s ability was questionable since they keep on improving their quality, well-managed in business and totally advanced from other country in RCEP.

On the other hand, Indonesia seemed catching fast with Australia. Indonesia’s t-statistic, 3.719659 is the highest in this sector. Indonesia’s construction industry is booming and improving over the years as well as Australia. Increased demands on housing and apartment lead to active economy like for example demand on workers and employer might as well increase wages. Indonesia’s construction market is the fastest in Asian particularly State budget mostly spent on social need and basic infrastructure.

In addition, the third and fourth clubs convergence of construction is Korea and Philippines and between Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand respectively shared similarities. The combination of these country was mixed and diverse which consist of different level of income. For Korea and Singapore for example, both of this country is high-income countries whilst Malaysia and Thailand is upper-middle income who have the same goals to improve and maintain economic development by enhancing construction industry.

**Conclusion**

The study analysed convergence of sectoral productivity on four major sectors of 12 selected RCEP countries which is manufacturing, services, agriculture and construction. Convergence methodology introduced by Philips and Sul (2007a) used in this study was generally flexible and researcher able to understand the transitional of economic behaviour of the countries for the period of 2000-2016. Poorer countries likely create a club convergence with another country with low productivity level.

Findings show that there is no structural convergence found in each of the four sectors for all the countries. Structural convergence is indeed essential to strengthen the integration of economics in order to achieve the objective of RCEP. But instead, there is only exists of club convergence. Based on the results, a country ought to build regional linkages with another country as well as examine their own similarities with other regions. When the countries happen to share similar structural economy, any form of external shocks will result in symmetric but depending on the areas.

Among the four major sectors, construction sectors show the most club formation followed by other sectors formed three clubs each. Moreover, China still leading and do not converge in two sectors which are in manufacturing and agriculture. Brunei converged one time which is in agriculture while in the rest sector it was divergent. New Zealand, on the other hands do not converging at all.
The finding earlier also found Indonesia shows significant results among the other Asian countries. Most of the Asian countries itself converging with one another in services sectors.
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